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REPORT.

Perkins Institution, and Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind,

Boston, February 11, 1852.

To his Excellency, George S. Boutwell, Governor, &c.

Sir,— The undersigned has the honor to lay be-

fore you the following and final Report, touching the

Experimental School for teaching and training Idiotic

and Feeble-minded Youth.

The time for which this School was organized ex-

pired on the 30th day of September last; and this

report would have been presented sooner had not

delay occurred in the settlement of the accounts.

The act of the Legislature, approved May 8, 1848,

which appropriated twenty-five hundred dollars a

year, for three successive years, for the support of

the School, provided that, if the actual cost thereof

should be less than the sum appropriated, the unex-

pended balance should be accounted for to the State.

During the first year, owing to the necessity of buy-

ing furniture and making other investments, the ex-

penses exceeded the income ; but by taking private

pupils, and by practising strict economy during the

whole period, the final settlement shows an unex-

pended balance of one hundred and five dollars and



ninety-four cents ; which sum is held by the Treas-

urer of this Institution subject to your Excellency's

order.

The moral results of this experiment are not so

easily measured and set forth to the common under-

standing ; but if there were a measure by which to

mete the value of improving the bodily health, of

reducing gross animal appetites into human mod-

eration, of breaking up vicious and debasing prac-

tices, and of exchanging filthy habits for cleanly

ones ; if there were a currency to represent the price

of intellect dawning from a night of darkness, and of

moral affections springing up from a chaos of selfish

desires ; above all, if there were a standard by which

to show the worth of happiness to parents, teachers,

and friends, at beholding the progress of our unfor-

tunate pupils, and the moral advantage to the com-

munity of a triumph over seemingly insuperable

difficulties in the way of human improvement,— if

these measures and standards of value existed, so as

to set forth the profit in numbers, it would far ex-

ceed the cost that has been incurred.

It may not be out of place here to allude to some

of these latter considerations.

When the first steps were taken in this matter by

the Legislature of Massachusetts, in 1846,* it was the

common belief— indeed, one might say that, with very

rare exceptions, it was the universal belief— in this

* The first legislative measures were taken by the passage of an order,

January 22, 1846, and of a resolve, April 11, 1846, appointing three

Commissioners " to inquire into the condition of the idiots of the Com-

monwealth, to ascertain their number, and whether any thing can be done

in their behalf."



country, that idiots were beyond the reach of the

most zealous educator's skill, and almost beyond the

reach of human sympathy. Public opinion, as ex-

pressed by the law, was more favorable to their

parents and heirs, but not to idiots themselves, than

it was in the mother-land in the fourteenth century,

when the king had the custody of their lands during

their life, and disposed of their property after their

death, as seemed to him best for his own pleasure

and " the good of their souls." Our law consid-

ered them as paupers, but classed them with rogues

and vagabonds ; for it provided that they should be

kept within the precincts of the houses of correction.

The most melancholy feature of the whole was,

that they were condemned as worthless and incapa-

ble of improvement; and the law required their

removal from the only place where they were com-

fortable, the State Lunatic Asylum, whenever it was

necessary to make room for the less unfortunate in-

sane, and it sent them, not to another asylum, but

to the houses of correction. There was not, through-

out this whole continent, any systematic attempt to

lift them up out of their brutishness. Even in

Massachusetts, where the maniac is made to go

clad and kept in mental quiet,— where the blind are

taught to read, the mute to speak, yea, and even

the blind mute to do both,— even here the poor

idiot was left to that deterioration which certainly

follows neglect. He had but little talent given

him, and by neglect or abuse that little was lost,

until, growing more and more brutish, he sank, un-

regretting and unregretted, into an early grave, with-

out ever having been counted as a man. His exist-



ence was comfortless to him, and taught to others

no lessons but those of sadness and despair.

Now, besides this Institution, there has sprung up

a large and respectable private school in this Com-

monwealth ;
* and the Legislature of the State of

New York has organized one there upon a liberal

footing.f It has been shown, here and elsewhere,

that even idiots are not beyond the educator's skill

;

and consequently, from every part of the country

come up eager inquiries from anxious parents, in

whose breasts the hope has dawned that something

may yet be done for children whom they had con-

sidered as beyond hope.

Even this measure of success, though it is only a

part of what has been obtained, should give confi-

dence and courage to those who enter new fields of

practical religion. It should show that, as no depth

of sin places men beyond the redeeming love of the

All-Beneficent, so no depth of ignorance ought to

place their neighbor beyond their earnest efforts for

his relief.

The researches of the Commissioners in 1846-47
show the surprising and lamentable fact, that there

are about twelve hundred idiotic persons in the

State. This would appear incredible, but for the

measures taken to verify it by minute and accurate

research. In sixty-three country towns, containing

an aggregate population of one hundred eighty-five

thousand nine hundred forty-two inhabitants, the

names and ages of all idiotic persons there found

* At Barre, organized by Dr. Wilbur.

f Incorporated July 10, 1851, organized soon after, and now under the

charge of Dr. Wilbur. See Appendix.



were carefully set down, and the number amounted

to three hundred and sixty-one. Now the infer-

ence is inevitable, that, if the other parts of the State

contain the same proportion, the grand total will

be fourteen hundred and fifteen ! But even admit-

ting that other towns do not contain as many in pro-

portion as these sixty-three, it is surely safe to say

that the number is over twelve hundred.

Let no one exclaim hastily, that there must be

some mistake here ; but let him reflect, observe, and

inquire. If his walks in life have ever led him

among the poor and destitute, he will soon see that,

if there be a mistake, it is more likely to be by es-

timating too low than too high. There are but very

few towns in the State whose almshouse or whose
" poor's list " does not include some idiots ; and per-

haps none in whose borders cannot be found several

persons too feeble in intellect ever to take care of

themselves. In some large towns such persons are

to be counted by tens and by scores. Now, if these

unfortunate creatures were all to be brought together

into one assemblage, they would present a spectacle

of human wretchedness and degradation that might

melt the hardest heart, and appall the stoutest. Its

extent, indeed, might discourage all from attempting

its relief, except those who have unwavering faith in

God's beneficence, and who believe that, as every one

of these cases arose from disobedience to his laws,

so by return to obedience their wretchedness may
be lessened, and their reappearance prevented in

some future generation. Surely it cannot be in the

Divine design, that there should always be one idiotic

person to every thousand of whole mind, any more



than that there should always be so many blind, so

many dumb, so many insane, so many cripples, or

so many abandoned vagabonds and criminals as there

are. These things are not in the order of nature,

but in the order of imperfect civilization. Not even

such a crowd of paupers is for ever to encumber the

progress of the race, for it is surely not meant that

the ills which we now bear, and always have borne,

must be for ever entailed upon our children. No

!

these ills are to the body social what aches and

pains, humors and disorders, are to the body physi-

cal,— warnings that we have gone out of the right

way,— whips and spurs to urge us back into it.

We would not obey the pleadings of love, nor heed

the peltings of reproof, and so these hard stones of

evil hit us, and bruise our bodies, until we come

down from our pride, and seek pardon by humility

and well-doing.

It is not meant here, that all the thousand or

twelve hundred persons just mentioned are idiots

proper, that is, idiots as denned by exact medical

writers;* but they are not lunatics, and are not

enumerated among the insane. Such as are not

" born idiots " either inherited from parents, who
had themselves in some way violated the natural

laws, very puny or scrofulous bodies, or they have

become enfeebled in mind by epilepsy, by chorea,

by solitary vice, by abuse of the animal appetites,

or by other causes, to such a degree that, for all

* Children or youth who have become enfeebled in mind by epilepsy, or

by water on the brain, would be called epileptic, or hydrocephalic, and

not idiots proper; but to all intents and purposes they are idiotic, and

they are to be treated and trained as idiots.
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common intents and purposes, they are to be con-

sidered as idiotic ; for they are nnable to take ordi-

nary care of themselves, and are almost certain to

grow worse, unless some special means beyond com-

mon reach be provided for their treatment.

The report of the commission seems to have con-

vinced the Legislature that idiocy existed in the

Commonwealth to a lamentable extent, and that

something could and should be done for the relief

of its unhappy victims.

The act of May 8, 1848, provided that at least

ten should be taken from indigent families, and a

fair trial made of their capacity for improvement,

at the charge of the State. The responsibility for

the proper expenditure of the appropriation was

assumed by the trustees of the Institution for the

Blind, who committed to the undersigned the task

of organizing and superintending the school. It was

found necessary, however, to take several private

pupils, for, without an additional revenue from some

source, the State's appropriation would not have

sufficed to defray the actual expenses of an experi-

mental school.

The trial of three years has been satisfactory,

and has abundantly disproved the common notion,

that idiots are incapable of improvement. It has

done this, though it was not conducted under cir-

cumstances favorable to the experiment ; but, on the

contrary, in the face .of many disadvantages, some of

which will not be likely to exist in future. It may be

well to mention some of these circumstances now, so

that the measure of success heretofore attained may

not be considered the limit of that which is attainable.

2
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In the first place, the work was a new one, in this

country at least. Saving the undersigned, no one

employed in the school had ever been engaged in an

attempt to develop the minds of children of imper-

fect intellect. Whatever might be the zeal of the

teachers whom he employed, they had to lose some

time, and make some mistakes, in learning their

own lesson.

In the second place, a school for idiots should

not only have (as ours had) zealous and devoted

teachers, all of whose time and attention should be

devoted to the immediate care of the pupils, but

likewise the constant and close oversight and care

of a person well versed in physiology and the

laws of hygiene, as well as the more immediate

philosophy of mind, in order to direct and vary

the kind and amount of bodily and mental exercise

of the pupils according to varying circumstances.

But it was not possible to pay a salary to a com-

petent person; and the humble ability which the

undersigned may possess in this way could not be

made so useful to the school as was desirable, on ac-

count of the pressure of other occupations.

In the third place, the pupils upon whom the ex-

periment was tried were not so favorable subjects

as they should have been. This is not mentioned

in the way of complaint. The task was to teach

idiots, and none but idiotic children were desired.

Indeed, some, who after a little trial, and after be-

ing encouraged by gentle, discriminating treatment,

were found to have too much intellect for the school,

were sent away. But there are idiots of all degrees,

and it is evident that, in order to counterbalance the
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disadvantages which have been pointed out, the

pupils selected ought to have been a little better

subjects of instruction than the average of idiots

of their age. The following statement will show,

however, that they were not.

The whole number received was thirty-two, but

as only twenty-eight were received prior to the last

three months of the school's continuance, their con-

dition will alone be described.

The majority of them were too old. The age

at which idiotic persons are put under training is

a very important matter. The most favorable pe-

riod is the earliest age at which the child can

dispense with a mother's care. More can be done

between five and ten years of age, than between ten

and twenty. After ten years of age, every day's delay

is a day's loss. The organization becomes less pli-

ant ; the senses are less capable of high development,

the faculties less susceptible of culture ; evil habits

become confirmed, and the chances and facilities for

improvement much diminished. At fourteen or six-

teen, though something may yet be done, the most

of it is in the way of correction ; it is a tough stick,

and not a tender twig, that is to be straightened.

Besides, the youth who has been long neglected at

home has an unfavorable influence upon other pupils

when he comes to the school ; he teaches bad habits

by example, and exerts a general untoward influence.

Now the average age of our pupils was twelve

years, and that of twelve of the twenty-eight ranged

from thirteen years up to twenty. In respect to the

important matter of age, then, our pupils did not pre-

sent a fair test of the merits of the system of training.
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The most favorable subjects for training, as a gen-

eral thing, are those who enjoy good bodily health,

who are free from epileptic and other fits, and whose

heads are not enlarged. In this respect, certainly,

our pupils did not present favorable specimens, for

of the twenty-eight four could not sit erect, seven

had very imperfect use of their limbs, and six at

least had been subject to fits. Of the whole, not

more than half were sound in limb and in good

bodily health.

In regard to the degree of natural intellect and

acquired knowledge, very little is to be expected;

but it should always be borne in mind, that in these

things idiots differ from other persons not in kind,

but in degree. The degree in which they possess

mind and knowledge varies, some having so much
that they can hardly be distinguished from other

men, others having so little that they can hardly

be distinguished from monkeys. Some of our pupils

were from each extreme, but upon an average they

certainly were not too favorable specimens of their

class.

It is difficult to convey to those who do not know
the pupils an idea of their standing compared with

ordinary persons. Many things are to be consid-

ered, but the best single test is that of the faculty

of speech. The capacity and the desire to manifest

thought by vocal language constitute the chief dis-

tinguishing characteristics of man. These are so

strong, that there is hardly an impediment in the

structure of the vocal organs which they will not

overcome. If the child has hearing, his thoughts

will be coined into words, and leave an impress
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plain enough to be understood, even though the

tongue should be wanting in whole or in part.

And even if he lacks hearing, still the force of the

innate disposition to talk is manifested by his seiz-

ing upon the best substitute for audible signs of

thought, and making visible ones, or gestures ad-

dressed to the eye. But if the child really hears,

and does not talk, it is a sad symptom, foreboding

much future evil. There is always a possibility, in-

deed, that it arises from functional and temporary

disorder of the brain, or other parts of the nervous

system; but the chances are as a hundred to one

that the child lacks understanding, that he has no

thought or idea to express,— nothing to say,— and,

having never acquired the habit of talking without

meaning, remains dumb. Tried by this test, our

pupils were low enough. Of the whole number,

seventeen were dumb,— many of them absolutely so,

the others only making two or three sounds, resem-

bling words indeed, but which they used only as ex-

clamations or interjections. Four used single words

correctly ; five could construct simple sentences with

more or less grammatical correctness, and only one

used language well. He, however, was not retained

long.

It is true, that some writers upon idiocy do not

consider dumbness as one of the characteristics of

the class, but they strive to establish a difference

in hind between idiots and ordinary persons, to a

degree which seems unphilosophical and undesira-

ble. It is true, also, that some of our pupils are

very talkative, showing their scanty stock of thought

in a few words incessantly repeated ; but we must
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carefully distinguish between copiousness of lan-

guage and garrulity. To talk is the gift of the race,

to gabble is the gift of certain individuals. Some
idiots, who can never be taught to talk intelligibly,

gabble over a few words incessantly.

We see the same in lunatics. The brain, the won-

derful instrument of thought, is deranged ; it can no

longer discourse harmonious music. In some there

is a mournful silence, save when memory sweeps the

strings, and then there issue sounds, wild indeed,

but as sweet as those of the iEolian harp ; while in

others there is continual clang, and jar, and discord.

But when the instrument is quite broken up and

ruined,— when the brain softens or total dementia

supervenes,— then there is no more concord or dis-

cord, but often a silence like that of the grave into

which the sufferer is surely sinking.

Four of the twenty-eight persons sent to the school

proved to be either occasionally or continually dis-

ordered in intellect, to such a degree that they could

not be retained.

In another important respect the experiment was

tried under unfavorable circumstances. A school for

idiots should be in a spacious and commodious build-

ing, and in the country, or at least provided with

sufficient land for agricultural pursuits; but ours

was necessarily kept in straitened apartments, in

the city, and, most of the time, in a building with

no available ground attached to it.

But notwithstanding that, in many important par-

ticulars, the subjects of the experiment were not fair

average specimens of the capacity of the idiots for

improvement, and notwithstanding the fact that the
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school was not conducted under the most favorable

circumstances, still the results are abundantly sat-

isfactory. They show that much can be done for

these unfortunate creatures; and they fully justify

the opinion of the Legislature, expressed by its. mak-

ing, at the last session, an increased appropriation

for the continuance of the school after the expiration

of the first appropriation.*

This may be made clear and satisfactory to those

who consider well what should be the object of

training idiots, and who know to what degree it was

attained in our Experimental School. Unfortunate-

ly, however, both ignorance and error respecting

the object of such a school are very prevalent in

the community, and no opportunity should be lost

of removing them.

Some persons, whose conception of a school is,

that it is merely a place for teaching youth to read,

write, and cipher, as accomplishments, or with a view

to an academy or college, condemn the idea of a

school for idiots as absurd.

Others, more benevolent, too commonly excuse

themselves from examining the subject, by saying,

O, it is all very well and proper ! Go on and try to

build up an institution for the poor creatures ; if

you cannot do much for them, they will at least be

made more comfortable.

Neither of these comprehend the subject, and of

course do not do justice to it. This establishment

is called a school, and it is a link in the chain of

* An act approved April 30, 1851, appropriated $5,000 per annum,

upon certain conditions, to the Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Fee-

ble-minded Youth.
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common schools,— the last, indeed, but still one ne-

cessary in order to make the chain embrace all the

children in the State. It is destined for scholars of

the lowest grade of intellect, for those lower even

than the youngest children in primary schools. They

cannot go about alone, they cannot go to common
schools, they cannot talk, they can hardly think.

There must be a school expressly for them, or they

must be neglected. Unusual efforts must be made to

teach them to read and write and cipher, and to do

other things which common children do almost by

instinct. It is true that these things are done only

as means to an end,— only as exercises for strength-

ening the feeble mental powers. It is true that

idiots cannot be taught to read and write to such a

degree as to be of any great use or pleasure to them

in after life, but still it by no means follows that

there is nothing else to be done for them.

A common school, as usually conducted, is a place

for teaching only ; a school for idiots should rather

be an establishment for training. It should be a true

gymnasium for body and mind. In it the health is

to be carefully attended to, as the basis of the whole

system. The senses are to be quickened and exer-

cised. The muscular system is to be developed and

trained to activity.

Idiots are apt to be irregular and filthy in their

habits, and lacking in a sense of decency. They are

to be carefully trained to regularity and cleanliness,

until order and neatness become necessary to their

sense of comfort, when they will keep themselves

tidy and clean.

Many are apt to be gluttonous and omnivorous,
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not caring to eat things savory, not thinking to grat-

ify the palate, but only to gorge themselves to ful-

ness. One of our boys, less than seven years old,

when at home consumed daily a gallon of milk

!

Yes, four quarts, good measure, every day ! Others

were wont to eat every thing they could get in the

house, and then go slyly to the swill-pail and gorge

like the swine. If not watched, they swallowed vin-

egar, and even ink, whenever they could get it. Such

are to be trained, if possible, to moderation in quan-

tity and choice in quality.

They are apt to be given over to debasing habits.

These are to be broken up, if possible, by fatiguing

exercises of body, by occupations diverting the

mind, by constant vigilance, and, if need be, by

personal restraint.

Some of them are lazy, sluggish, and inattentive;

they dislike motion ; they dislike even sensation and

thought ; they desire only to be left alone,— to

vegetate and grow like the sloth. These are to be

awakened and excited to activity of body and mind

by proper diet, by exercise stimulating to the body,

and by impressions which strike vividly the senses,

and arouse the attention. On the other hand, some

are restless, noisy, mischievous, and destructive
;

these are to be calmed, regulated, and subjected to

the dominion of discipline. Their exuberance of

strength and activity is to be exhausted by exercise

or labor, productive of good to themselves and to

others. All of them are to have their feeble or dor-

mant mental powers quickened and called into ac-

tion, and thought, attention, and memory increased

to their utmost capacity by appropriate exercises.

3
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All are to be kept busy and rendered industrious

;

and if possible taught some simple and useful work,

if it be but doing chores about a house and farm.

Now, without reference to the moral changes to be

wrought in the pupils, these are surely high and im-

portant matters, and worth striving for, though they

can be attained only in a degree, and by costly and

patient effort ; for they are matters of religious duty.

By striving for them we do only what we would

have others do unto our children, were they afflicted

as are these children of misfortune. How far these

objects have been attained in the Experimental

School can only be accurately known to those who
knew the bodily and mental condition of the un-

happy inmates before they entered the school, and

who can witness the great improvement which many
of them have since made. The general result may
be known from the following statement.

It is proper, however, before going into a detail of

the results of the school, to mention those persons

who have worthily labored to produce those results,

and to whom belongs the credit therefor.

The principal teacher, Mr. J. B. Richards, has

labored much for the success of the school, and for

the improvement of the children. He has been a

diligent teacher, and has been successful to a degree

which must be very gratifying to him. His expe-

rience will doubtless prove useful to himself and

others, in the new field of labor to which he has

gone, and for his success in which he has the best

wishes of all here.

The assistant teacher, Mr. J. Vose, has shown
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great patience, gentleness, and devotion to the pupils,

not only in the school-room, but out of it ; not only

by day, but by night. He has labored in season and

out of season.

Mrs. McDonald, Miss Knowlton, and Miss Porter

have each rendered valuable services, and manifested

zeal and discretion in the work.

Of the whole number of pupils of whom account

is to be made, four, the youngest of whom was about

six years of age, could not sit erect, and had no use

of their limbs when they entered the school; they

could not even put victuals to their mouths. Two
of these only proved to be proper subjects, and re-

mained. They have both greatly improved: they

can sit up at a desk or table, and one can use his

legs and toddle about by holding on to the wall.

Seven had very imperfect use of their limbs. They

could walk about a room feebly, but could not help

themselves. Of these seven, four only remained

;

and of these four, three have greatly improved ; the

other has not.

Seventeen were filthy in their habits. Of these,

thirteen have greatly improved. Most of them are

now habitually clean, and always desirous of being

so. The other four have as yet made little im-

provement.

Twenty-two could not dress themselves. Of the

twelve who remained over a year, eight now dress

themselves without assistance.

Of the whole twenty-eight, twenty-one could not

feed themselves. Of these twenty-one, eleven only

were retained more than a year, but all of these

save one have greatly improved in this respect.
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With regard to intellectual condition, eighteen

were dumb, or used only a few detached words in an

interjectional sense, — as Mamma ! Of these, only

ten remained. Four now talk, that is, use more or

less words with meaning ; two begin to do so ; and

four are still mute.

Four used single words. Three only of these re-

mained, and of the three, two now put their words

into sentences. The third has improved.

Five of the whole could make and use simple sen-

tences. Four have remained, and have greatly im-

proved in the use of speech.

Of the whole number, only four knew their letters.

Of the remaining twenty-four, only twelve remained

over a year. Of these twelve, eight now know their

letters and can make out single sentences, and some

can read simple stories.

It is true that these children and youth speak and

read but little, and that little very imperfectly com-

pared with others of their age ; but if one brings the

case home, and supposes these to be his own children,

it will not seem a small matter that a daughter, who
it was thought would never know a letter, can now
read a simple story, and a son, who could not say

father, can now distinctly repeat a prayer to his

Father in heaven.

It may be said of the whole, saving only those

who proved to be deranged in intellect, that they are

more tidy in person and habits, more active in their

movements, more intelligent, and more capable of

being made useful, than when they entered the school.

Such are some of the results of the Experimental

School for teaching and training Idiotic Children, as
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far as they can be set forth in numbers and words

;

but, as was observed before, the principal result, being

of a moral nature, cannot well be so set forth. It is

a delicate ordeal which public institutions of benefi-

cence pass in rendering a report of their works.

They may not be able to render a full account of all

the good they do, even if they would. The balance,

however, in which some would weigh the worth of

their works, is not fit for the purpose. One might

as well weigh diamonds upon hay-scales. For in-

stance, they say the State has granted seventy-five

hundred dollars for this Experimental School, and,

by the showing of its friends, there has been but

a score or so of idiotic children in any way benefited

;

while with the same amount of money we might

have sent many gifted young men to college, or

taught hundreds of children in common schools, and

they would have been worth more to the State than

all the idiots that ever were or ever will be in it.

But not so taught He whose simplest words are

wiser than the wisdom of wise men, and who told

us, that, if one sheep be lost, we should leave the

ninety and nine and seek until we find it. And shall

we not, especially since we need not leave the ninety

and nine in the wilderness of ignorance,— shall we

not seek our lost lambs, and gather them into the fold

of humanity, that none may be lost, and that we may

give account to Him, who surely will demand of us

his own, and with usury too 1

When men estimate the products of an investment

in banks or manufactures, they look to the balance-

sheet, and ask for the dividends. But not so should

they do in estimating the value of institutions of be-
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neficence. Not so have the generous people in the

country, and the munificent merchants in the cities

of Massachusetts, estimated the returns of their vast

investment in charitable institutions for the relief of

the unfortunate ; nor will they so estimate the value

of what has been done for the most pitiable and

helpless of all the children of misfortune,— the poor

idiots. It is not so they will measure the value of

the sense of relief and hope to the parents and

friends of these children
.; the feeling of comfort and

pleasure to the children themselves ; the worth, the

moral worth, of an honest effort in their behalf to

those immediately concerned in the work, and to the

whole community that employs them.

He who should attempt to set forth and compare

the profit and the loss to Massachusetts of her State

Lunatic Asylum, and should leave out of the account

the moral gain to the community, would show a sad

lack of moral perception.

Is not the moral and religious sense of the people

quickened and increased by building up and sustain-

ing that noble establishment? It has taken poor

wretches who were confined and chained in cellars,

in garrets, or in cages, — who were objects of dread,

and the habitual sight of whose degradation de-

moralized the beholders,— it has made these the

subjects of its tender care. Has it not thus increased

men's respect for God, by teaching them to respect

all who are made in his image % Has it not thus

been teaching daily lessons of mercy and humanity %

Nay, does it not, now that the people once so indif-

ferent to the fate of the poor lunatic have learned

their duty to him, — does it not whisper another
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lesson, and bid them learn their duty to the poor

idiot also % And does not a people which gains a

new sense of duty to humanity thereby gain a new

source of spiritual riches %

It would be possible, perhaps, to convince even

those who have no faith in any but tangible results,

if they could only be made to put their fingers into

the wounds and examine the matter, that in no way
can the education of idiots be all loss. It would be

easy to show, that while idiots are neglected they are

lazy, idle, destructive, and of course very expensive

;

whereas, if they are properly taught and trained

to industry, a few of them will support themselves

by their work, many of them will contribute some-

thing towards their own support, and almost all of

them become less burdensome and expensive. But it

is not necessary to urge these secondary considera-

tions. It will suffice to repeat, that the result of

these three years of trial has proved that many idiots

are capable of being greatly improved in their bodily

habits, in their mental capacities, and even in their

spiritual natures ; and almost all can be made less

burdensome to their friends and the community.

The undersigned will not doubt that the Legisla-

ture of Massachusetts, having undertaken this work

of humanity, will carry it on and bring it to perfec-

tion. What has been done by the feeble hands of

its beginners is but little compared with what can

be done by abler successors, provided the Legislature

grants them its countenance and aid.

All of which is respectfully submitted, by

S. G. HOWE.
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Perkins Institution, and Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind,

Boston, February 11, 1852.

The undersigned, Auditors of this Institution, certify-

that we examined, monthly, the accounts of the Experi-

mental School for Idiotic Children during the three past

years, and drew orders upon the treasury for the payment
of the same.

We have now reviewed the whole, and find

that the total amount received by the treas-

urer, and credited upon the books, is . $ 11,307.68

Say eleven thousand three hundred and

seven dollars and sixty-eight cents, viz. three

payments from the State of Massachusetts

of $ 2,500, say twenty-five hundred dollars,

each, and $3,807.68, thirty-eight hundred

and seven dollars and sixty-eight cents, from

other sources, including the proceeds of the

final sale of furniture.

The whole amount expended and vouched

for is $11,201.74

Say eleven thousand two hundred and one

dollars and seventy-four cents, which leaves

an unexpended balance of ... $ 105.94

There are also outstanding debts to the amount of

$ 127.16, which are of doubtful value, being mainly small

charges against poor persons, for clothing their children,

and the same are carried to profit and loss account.

STEPHEN FAIRBANKS, )
A ,.

G. R. RUSSELL, \

Audltors '



APPENDIX

While these sheets were passing through the press,

the First Annual Report of the New York Asylum for

Idiots, made to the Legislature, February 9, 1852, was

received. It gives an account of the establishment of a

school in Albany, in conformity with the act of July 10,

1851. The Report of the Trustees is accompanied by a

Report of Dr. "Wilbur, the Superintendent.

This document is not confined to a dry detail of names,

dates, expenses, &c, but very properly touches upon vari-

ous topics connected with idiocy. Among other things, the

writer gives an historical sketch of the attempts made in

this country to establish public schools for idiots. It is

very proper that this should be done, but it ought to be

done correctly, and as the writer (perhaps for want of ma-

terials) has failed to make the sketch complete, the under-

signed here supplies several facts and dates. This is the

more desirable, inasmuch as by their omission an entirely

erroneous impression is given to the public. In order to

fill up the hiatus in the account above mentioned, it will

be necessary to refer to and put upon record several facts

which occurred here in Massachusetts, and which other-

wise would have hardly been considered worth relating;

but if History is to be summoned to write about small

matters, let us give her the materials to write correctly.

4
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The Report of Dr. Wilbur gives a minute account of the

praiseworthy efforts of the Hon. Mr. Backus, in 1846 - 47,

to induce the Legislature of New York to establish an

Asylum for Idiots ; and it adds, by way of compliment to

that State :
" Unsuccessful as was the result of this at-

tempt at legislation for so worthy an object, the labor

was not entirely thrown away. The impulse was felt in

Massachusetts, for in the April following this public effort

in New York, a resolution was passed by the Legislature

of Massachusetts appointing commissioners to make in-

quiries about the number and condition of idiots," &c.

Now this is not beginning at the beginning of the public

efforts for the education of idiots in Massachusetts. It is

not even beginning at the beginning of the public legisla-

tive efforts in Massachusetts. The writer of the New York

Report was perhaps led into his error, in this latter re-

spect, by the mention made in a former Annual Report

of the Massachusetts School for Idiots, which spoke of the

appointment of commissioners in April, 1846. It was not

then thought worth while to mention all the preliminary

and public measures taken here, though they were of pre-

cisely the same character as those in view of which so

much credit is claimed for New York as the pioneer in

this work, except that the former were successful, the lat-

ter unsuccessful.

To begin at the beginning. As early as 1839, the

case of an idiotic blind child, who was unable to walk,

was treated, and the child greatly improved in all re-

spects, in the Institution for the Blind in this city. Two
other cases of children who were blind and idiotic were

afterwards treated with considerable success. These

things were public, and known to hundreds here. They

may even have caused an impulse to be felt in other

States, for the Institution was visited by thousands of

strangers every year. Be that as it may, the success led

the Director of the Institution and some of his friends to
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infer that, if so much could be done for idiots who were

blind, still more could be done for those who were not

blind.

It was considered a duty to endeavor to do something

for the improvement of idiots as a class, and various plans

were proposed. Such, however, was the public incredulity

as to the capacity of ordinary idiots for improvement, that

it was thought best to proceed very carefully, and in the

first place to obtain accurate official information as to the

number and condition of these unfortunate persons in the

Commonwealth. In the winter of 1845, it was resolved

to make a movement, and Judge Byington, then a mem-
ber of the House of Representatives, moved an " Order,"

in the month of January, 1846, for the appointment of a

Committee on Idiocy, which was passed on the same day,

and printed immediately. This was about the time that

the first committee was appointed upon the same subject

in the New York Senate, and by a curious coincidence

these committees, acting quite independently of each other,

and probably ignorant of each other's existence, made their

respective reports on the 25th day of March, 1846 ! Both

documents were printed.

The report of the Massachusetts Committee contained

a letter from the Director of the Institution for the Blind,

dated March 12, 1846, which recommended prompt action

in behalf of idiots, and pointed out how they could be

benefited.

The plan proposed by the New York Committee pro-

vided for the immediate establishment of an asylum ; but

it was not adopted by the Legislature at that or the suc-

ceeding session ; and was abandoned when its author and

ardent friend, Dr. Backus, left the Senate.

The plan of the Massachusetts Committee was to insti-

tute careful preliminary inquiries. A commission was ap-

pointed by the Governor, of which the undersigned was

chairman, and which made two successive reports, em-
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bodying a large amount of statistical information con-

cerning idiots. The first report contained a very able letter

from Mr. George Sumner, written in answer to one from

the chairman, asking for information respecting the school

in Paris.

The plan was pursued steadily, and carried to a success-

ful termination. The commission recommended the estab-

lishment of an Experimental School, and the Legislature

adopted the recommendation, and made an appropriation

for carrying on a school for three years. The school was

organized, and went into operation, October 1, 1848. It

was considered so successful, that at the end of two years

the Legislature doubled the appropriation, and made pro-

vision for converting the Experimental School into a per-

manent one. The success of the school became widely

known, and the friends of the cause elsewhere must have

been greatly encouraged.

A correspondence between the Governor of the State of

New York and the undersigned led to an exhibition of

some of the pupils of the Massachusetts School in the

Capitol at Albany, before the State authorities and many
members of the Legislature. The exhibition was con-

ducted by the undersigned and by Mr. Richards, the

teacher, and excited great interest. The undersigned

made an address, and warmly urged the establishment of

a school in New York similar to the one so successfully

in operation in Massachusetts. After this, the long-aban-

doned attempt to establish a State Asylum was renewed,

and succeeded.

It is not for the undersigned to say what was the effect

of this exhibition and address, but when an official docu-

ment published in New York, purporting to give a history

of the efforts to establish public schools for idiots, not only

ignores all that was done in early days in Massachusetts,

but conveys the erroneous impression that their success

here was in consequence of an impulse received from
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New York, he may be permitted to produce testimony

which will surely be received as high authority in both

States. Governor Hunt wrote to him a letter, dated

" Executive Department, Albany, July 22, 1851," from

which the following sentences are extracted :
—

" Your visit to our Capitol last winter was of great

service. "We feel that we are much indebted to you for

the success of the measure thus far, and hope we may
have the benefit of your experience and counsel in carry-

ing our plan into practical operation You must

remember that we are new beginners in the good work,

and until we have had some experience of our own, we
must look to the East for light and information."

If any apology be needed, on the score of modesty, for

any of the above statements, let it be remembered that

they have not been volunteered, and would probably never

have been put forth but with a view of filling up gaps in

a history commenced by another, which, if left unfilled,

would leave an erroneous impression. As for individuals,

and the credit to be attached to them respectively, it is so

small as not to be worth the drop of ink that would be

wasted in writing their names. The States do the work

;

let them emulate each other in the race of beneficence,

but let neither grudge the other any thing. New York,

that has done so much for all classes of the unfortunate,

has lately undertaken a blessed work for the idiot, and

will doubtless carry it on with her usual vigor ; but Massa-

chusetts has surely done something also. Suum cuique !

S. G. H.





FIRST REPORT

TRUSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FOR
IDIOTIC AND FEEBLE-MINDED YOUTH,

CORNER OF FIRST AND K STREETS, SOUTH BOSTON.

Boston, January 7, 1852.

To his Excellency, George S. Boutwell, Governor, &c.

Sir,— The undersigned is directed, by a vote of

the Trustees of this institution, to make a report to

you touching its history and progress up to the pres-

ent period.

The School organized by it has been in operation

but a short time ; nevertheless, as the period for which

the first Board of Trustees was appointed has ex-

pired, it is thought proper to put their proceedings

upon record.

This institution was incorporated by an act ap-

proved April 4, 1850, entitled "An Act* to in-

corporate the Massachusetts School for Idiotic and

* " Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows :—
" Sect. 1. S. G. Howe, Samuel May, Stephen Fairbanks, and their

associates and successors, are hereby made a corporation by the name of
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Feeble-minded Youth." The institution was organ-

ized by the choice of officers, but no measures were

taken to form a school while the Experimental School

established by the State continued in existence.

An act * of the Legislature, approved April 30,

1851, made an appropriation of five thousand dol-

lars to this institution, upon certain terms and con-

the Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feehle-Minded Youth, for the pur-

pose of training and teaching such persons, with all the powers and priv-

ileges, and subject to all the duties, restrictions, and liabilities, set forth in

the thirty-eighth and forty-fourth chapters of the Revised Statutes.

" Sect. 2. Said corporation may hold, for the purposes aforesaid, real

estate, not exceeding in value one hundred thousand dollars ; and personal

estate, the income of which shall not exceed ten thousand dollars." [Ap-

proved April 4, 1850.]

* " Resolved, That there be paid, annually, out of the treasury of the

Commonwealth, to the treasurer of the Massachusetts School for Idiotic

and Feeble-Minded Youth, the sum of five thousand dollars, to be devoted

to teaching and training indigent idiotic children belonging to this Com-

monwealth : Provided, that the Board of Trustees, having the direction of

the said institution, shall be composed of twelve persons, four of whom
shall be appointed by the Governor and Council : and provided, that the

Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, Secretary of State, President of the

Senate, Speaker of the House, and the two chaplains, shall constitute a

Board of Visitors, whose duty it shall be to visit and inspect the said institu-

tion as often as they see fit ; to examine the by-laws and regulations en-

acted by the corporation ; and generally to see that the object of the said

institution is carried into effect : and provided, further, that the said

institution shall gratuitously receive and educate thirty idiotic persons, to

be designated by the Governor : and provided, further, that the applicants,

of proper age and condition, children of inhabitants of this Commonwealth

who are not wealthy, shall be received at a charge not exceeding the

actual average cost of the inmates : and provided, further, that the mem-
bers of the Legislature for the time being shall be, ex officio, visitors of the

institution, and have the, privilege, during the sessions, of inspecting the

same ; that the Governor be authorized annually to draw his warrant for

the sum of five thousand dollars, in four equal quarterly payments of one

thousand two hundred and fifty dollars each, in favor of the treasurer of

the said school, whenever he shall have satisfactory evidence that the

terms and conditions of the foregoing resolve have been fulfilled." [Ap-

proved by the Governor, April 30, 1851.]
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ditions, among which was one that its government

should be vested in a Board of Trustees, of whom four

should be appointed by the Governor of the State

and the Board of Visitors. The Board of Visitors

having appointed four trustees, and the corporation

eight, the government was duly organized.

After the expiration of three years, for which

the Experimental School was organized, (Sept. 30,

1851,) it was voted by the trustees to accept those

pupils who had been public beneficiaries as benefi-

ciaries of this institution, and also the private pu-

pils upon the same terms as they had been originally

received.

In this way the Experimental School, at the ex-

piration of the three years for which it was estab-

lished, was taken up by this institution, and con-

tinued on without any intermission or change ; and

the undersigned, who had acted as Superintendent

of the first school from its commencement to its

close, was appointed Superintendent pro tempore un-

der the new organization.

The place of principal teacher, which was filled by

Mr. Richards in the Experimental School, has been

filled satisfactorily by Mr. Vose, formerly assistant

teacher.

The whole number of pupils received from the Ex-

perimental School was fifteen. Of these, ten were

State beneficiaries and five private pupils.

The number received since then is twelve, of whom
ten are State beneficiaries, and two private pupils.

There are, however, quite a number of applicants,

and still more whose friends are inquiring about the

School, so that without doubt the number of State

5
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beneficiaries will soon be as great as is required by

the act making the appropriation.

The first and most important matter was to obtain

a suitable building in which to locate the School, as

the apartments which it had heretofore occupied, in

the edifice of the Institution for the Blind, could no

longer be used for that purpose, even if they had

been large enough to accommodate more pupils.

It was considered to be more desirable, of course,

to have a house with sufficient land for agricultural

purposes, even the first year, and to be absolutely ne-

cessary to have one as the permanent location of the

School, but no such premises could then be found.

There was, however, urgent necessity for immediate

removal from the Institution for the Blind, and as

a large and commodious house in South Boston was

offered, it was rented as a temporary measure, and

the pupils were removed early in November.

Another want, almost as urgent, was that of an

accomplished and efficient Superintendent, one who
should be a good teacher, and also a good physician

and physiologist, so as to be able to give wise di-

rections about the diet, regimen, and general employ-

ment of the pupils. The mere routine of teaching

in a school for idiots can be conducted by a teacher

of ordinary ability ; but the general direction of the

training requires higher talent and wider experience.

As yet no suitable person has been found, who
could give his whole time and services to the es-

tablishment ; but a correspondence has been opened

with Dr. Edward Seguin, of Paris, that will per-

haps lead to an engagement.*

* The delay in printing this document gives an opportunity of an-
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Meantime the School will go on, with such means

as are within reach. It is now in at least as good a

state of discipline, and in as satisfactory a condition

in all respects, as it has ever been ; and there is reason

to hope that the results of the labors of the present

year will prove even more advantageous to the pupils

than those of any former one.

Experience has shown that little reliance can be

placed upon the description of children sent by ap-

plicants for their admission. In order to prevent

trouble, and to secure the advantages of the School

to those who are really capable of improvement, all

pupils will hereafter be received upon trial, and the

question of their reception as permanent pupils be

decided at the end of a month. Children who are

epileptic, insane, or hopelessly hydrocephalic or par-

alytic will not be retained, to the exclusion of others

as to whose capacity for improvement there is little

doubt. This establishment, being intended for a

school, should not be converted into an asylum for

incurables.

All of which is respectfully submitted, by

S. G. HOWE.

nouncing, that Dr. Seguin has agreed to take charge of the School long

enough to organize the classes, and introduce his method of training. He
has now been engaged about two months in training some thirty pupils,

and given abundant proof of his ability.

This gentleman is well known to all who are familiar with the history

of the instruction of idiotic children in Europe, by his scientific and able

work, De Vldiotie, &c. He was at the head of the first public institution

organized in France, and afterwards taught a school for idiotic and back-

ward children. He has already laid us under obligation by his valuable

services.
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TERMS OF ADMISSION, &c.

The best age for admission is between six and twelve

years.

The institution is not intended for epileptic or insane

children, nor for those who are incurably hydrocephalic or

paralytic, and any such will not be retained, to the exclu-

sion of more improvable subjects.

Children will be received upon trial for one month, at

the end of which time a report upon the case will be made
to the parents.

Children must come wT
ell provided with plain, strong

clothing, and stout shoes for walking in any weather. They

must be renewed as often as is necessary, at the expense

of the applicants. Those who tear and destroy their

clothing must be provided with garments made expressly

for them, and of such form and texture as not to be easily

torn.

The children of indigent parents, in Massachusetts, will

be received gratis. For others, a charge will be made pro-

portionate to the trouble and cost of treating them.

Sufficient surety will be required for the removal of the

pupils whenever they may be discharged.

Persons applying for the admission of children as bene-

ficiaries of Massachusetts, should address the Governor.

They must also fill out certain blanks, the form of which

is as follows :
—

Form of Application for Beneficiaries in Massa-

chusetts.

185
To his Excellency the Governor:—

Sir,— The undersigned, citizen of Massachusetts, and

inhabitant of the town of respectfully repre-
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sents that his son [or daughter],* named and

aged years, is so deficient in intellect that he

cannot be taught in the Common Schools, as other youth

are ; and he therefore requests that your Excellency would

recommend him for admission as a pupil to the Massa-

chusetts School for teaching and training Idiotic and

Feeble-Minded Persons, as a State beneficiary.

Respectfully yours, .

The application should be accompanied by two certifi-

cates, in the following form : f —
I.

185

I, one of the selectmen of the town of

hereby certify, that in my opinion is not

wealthy, and could not well afford to pay $ 150 per year

for the instruction of at the School for Idiotic

and Feeble-Minded Persons.

(Signed,) .

II.

185

I, citizen of Massachusetts, physician,

and practitioner in the town of hereby certify,

that I have examined and find that he is

not insane, but is so deficient in mental ability, that he

cannot be taught in common schools as others of his age

are.

His bodily health is , and he has no cuta-

neous or contagious disorder.

(Signed,) .

N. B. The physician is earnestly requested to state in

writing his opinion of the cause of the person's mental

deficiency; to state whether he is or has been epileptic;

* If a town pauper, the overseers of the poor may apply as for their ward,

t The same may be used in Rhode Island.
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also, to mention any organic or functional peculiarity that

he may have observed. It may be greatly for the advan-

tage of the person, that the physician should send in writ-

ing a full and minute account of the case, with his own
thoughts and suggestions in regard to it.

If the applicant is admitted as a beneficiary, he must be

provided with a paper signed by two responsible persons

in form of a guarantee for removal, as follows :—
185

We, the undersigned, citizens of Massachusetts, and

householders in the town of respectively pledge

ourselves, that, should be received into the

Massachusetts School for teaching and training Idiotic

and Feeble-minded Youth, he shall be kept properly sup-

plied with decent clothing, that he shall be removed during

vacations, (if his removal be required,) and that, whenever

he shall be discharged, he shall be removed at once, and

the institution relieved from all responsibility for his sup-

port.

(Signed,) .

For further particulars, address Dr. S. G. Howe.
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